
INTRODUCTION

We have come a long way since the 1970s.
Remember when job scheduling involved the
preparation of run sheets, or checklists, that
the operators would use to submit or release
jobs at the appropriate time, usually when their
predecessors had completed successfully?

As an operator in that era, I was weaned on
massive card decks, the IBM 3505 card reader,
and what seemed to be never-ending checklists
of thousands of jobs and their dependencies.
The Friday night checklist was the worst—
double the number of jobs. The only saving
grace was that we had most of the weekend to
complete the work.

This system of job submission was slow and
fraught with error. One job out of sequence
could mean hours and hours of reruns. As the
workload grew and the batch window shrank,
automated systems became necessary.

Automated job-scheduling systems have
been common in the mainframe world since
the early 1980s. They were developed to
replace the manual and error-prone processes
related to running the batch workload. Many

of these scheduling solutions continued to
evolve in the 1990s. Features and functions
were added and some systems provided
cross-platform capabilities. But, are organi-
zations using these feature-rich systems to
their full potential?

Typically, scheduling and running batch
workload is a data-center type of function.
Even when automation came onboard, the pre-
vailing attitude of data center staff towards
those outside the data center was “keep your
hands off our scheduling system.”

While many organizations restrict the use of
the job-scheduling system to job schedulers
and operations staff, others are exploring new
ways to re-purpose their job-scheduling system.
This article explores some of these different
ways. It shows you how to exploit the tech-
nology, reduce costs and maximize your
return on investment.

REPORTING

To effectively meet service level agree-
ments, analysts need reporting facilities to
measure performance and identify trends.

For example, you may want to find out how
many jobs have ABENDed with an S0C4 in
the past week, how many payroll jobs were
late in running last night, or what testing
jobs are constantly consuming large amounts
of CPU time.

Some scheduling products provide a set of
canned reports and provide only internal infor-
mation about schedule definitions. This is not
sufficient for fine-tuning or for identifying
problem areas. From an analytical point of
view, you need access to much more informa-
tion. You are not interested that Job B runs
after Job A. Moreover, you are interested in
actual SMF data. For example, you may be
interested in the fact that Job B often runs late
because Job A frequently ABENDs. Start
time, end time, CPU time, EXCP counts,
completion codes, elapsed time, and input-
queue time are just a few of the fields on
which you may want to report.

In the absence of adequate reporting facili-
ties, analysts and developers tend to create
their own reports, or they look to other third-
party products. Both of these approaches result
in additional costs and can lead to maintenance
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problems. Who wants another system or prod-
uct to maintain?

I have seen companies develop elaborate
in-house reporting systems. These systems
extract information from different sources (for
example, the scheduling system, SMF data
sets, an output management system, etc.) and
then feed data into other programs to provide
statistics on batch runs. It is ironic to run
hundreds of multi-step batch jobs to try to
determine how to reduce the batch window.

With a powerful and versatile reporting
facility included in your job-scheduling system,
you can eliminate the need for homegrown
facilities and other tools. History reporting
facilities can produce trend reports that identify
recurring failures and aid in determining the
root cause of errors.

The ability to report on jobs that the job
scheduler did not submit is a real plus. The
number of jobs submitted outside of the
scheduling system can be significant, and this
feature allows you to get the big picture.

Systems programmers, database adminis-
trators, operations analysts, and others can all
benefit from reporting facilities. Simply set up
your reports and use your scheduling system
to schedule them.

REGRESSION TESTING
OF PROGRAMS

Changes to programs are common. Whether it
is a new system or a legacy system, programming

changes need to be made. End users are always
requesting enhancements and identifying prob-
lems that need to be corrected. As we know
from experience, changes introduce problems.

When changes are made, programmers
need to test and verify their new code, ensur-
ing no regression errors are introduced to the
existing behavior. Regression tests discover
that new or changed code breaks what used
to work. While that happens more often than
any of us would like, most bugs are found in
the new or intentionally changed behavior of
a program.

Programmers may need to run regression
job streams when making major changes.
Without access to a scheduling system, this is
a manual process. Often the developer manu-
ally submits one job, waits for it to complete,
checks the output, and then manually submits
the next job.

Why not allow the developers to set up and
run their own job streams, or build them into
the scheduling system and have the developers
run them on demand? This would reduce man-
ual, time-consuming processes and improve
operational efficiencies.

TRANSLATION SERVICES

One of the main areas in which you may be
able to employ your existing job scheduler is
an area I refer to as translation services. Job-
scheduling information needs to be translated
from an application developer to a scheduler.

In many environments, an applications
development team manually creates documents
and graphs that represent job streams. This
team normally consists of programmers or ana-
lysts who understand the jobs’ relationships
and other dependencies. These job flows are
provided to another group, who is responsible
for creating new applications and making
changes to existing applications, for conversion
into the job-scheduling system. These flows
may be members of a PDS, MS-Project flows
or rough sketches on pieces of paper.

For these types of changes, a scheduling
analyst must interpret the application owner’s
requests and make them understandable for
the job-scheduling system. Requests are often
poorly documented and require further expla-
nation from the application developers.

With a graphical user interface to the job
scheduling system, application owners can
design their own job streams. Graphically,
they outline the job flow and specify the JCL
to execute, schedule frequencies, and other
requirements. In addition, they do this in
terms that everybody will understand. The
graphical user interface (GUI) automatically
creates the scheduling materials based on
these requirements.

A straightforward, drag-and-drop method-
ology enables your application developers to
generate production-ready, standard, applica-
tion schedules. This allows you to:

� dramatically reduce the time needed
to take a business application from
development to production

� improve productivity
� eliminate redundant work
� reduce errors and misunderstandings

that arise during the hand-off from
application developers to job schedulers
to system operators.

TESTING SCHEDULES

Errors often occur during the nightly batch
run and require immediate attention to avoid
affecting service levels. These problems his-
torically occur because test facilities are either
inadequate or do not exist at all.

When developers design applications using
a GUI, they generally test the application
first. If you do not have access to such a GUI,
you need to ensure job flows are set up and
changed properly.

Do you have the ability to easily provide
applications staff with their job flows in a sim-
ple format? Not having this presentation can
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FIGURE 1: CREATING PRODUCTION-READY SCHEDULES USING A GUI
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result in problems that go unnoticed until it is
too late. Printed copies of flowcharts and
schedule definitions provide reviewers with
easy-to-understand information they can use to
approve new and updated application defini-
tions. The reviewer may even see improvements
to batch processing by streamlining.

You also need an accurate workload simu-
lation that quickly tests systems before they
become part of the production workload.
This allows you to test schedules before live
runs and ensures that the correct jobs are
being scheduled and in the correct sequence.
You can even use the simulation results for
change approvals.

The ability to see how new jobs interact
with other jobs in a job flow facilitates
bringing new processes into production. You
can develop confidence that schedules will
run accurately.

MIGRATING FROM TEST
TO PRODUCTION

Moving a new business application into
production is an error-prone process. The use
of a graphical user interface to your schedul-
ing system, as discussed earlier, reduces the
risk of error. However, there are other consid-
erations and opportunities for efficient and
effective migration from test to production.

You need to focus on reusing work that you
have already done. Let us say that a testing job
flow has already been set up. What is so dif-
ferent about your production job flow?
Usually the JCL library is different, and you
may need to change the job names from a test-
ing standard to a production standard. For
example, a job name may be UTOP5200 in the
test environment, but it becomes JTOP5200 in
the production environment.

So you have some variable data. All the
scheduling system needs to do is adjust the
actual value of variable information based
upon the operating environment (for example,
test or production). You can then move job
flows through your test phases and eventually
to production, essentially unchanged.

Some installations are able to use the same
piece of JCL in both the testing and produc-
tion environments. They simply use variables
and other JCL tailoring techniques, provided
by the scheduling system, to ensure the correct
JCL is used in the appropriate environment.

Dynamic variable substitution leads to
fewer opportunities to introduce errors when
moving tested schedule definitions from
development to test to production.

RUNNING ADHOC JOBS

Adhoc job processing generally occurs
when a user makes a call and a scheduling
analyst initiates execution of the job. This may
be a request to run a one-time job or it may be
a request to run a job as part of a job flow.
These jobs may be production jobs or testing
jobs. Regardless, they are batch jobs that
require scheduling on demand.

The architecture of your scheduling system
needs to accommodate adhoc scheduling
requirements and provide a user-friendly inter-
face. Without such a facility, developers often
create customized interfaces that lead to more
maintenance and support costs.

Different application teams may have left-
over-type applications that include pre-
defined JCL library names, alerts, condition
code handling, etc. A user can simply insert
the job to be run and he or she can specify the
name of the job. For jobs with more complex
requirements, a user may simply be able to
issue a “request” type of command to indi-
cate the job should run when its requirements
are met.

Some programmers may prefer to use TSO
SUBMITs to submit their own batch jobs.
While there is nothing wrong with this
approach, there can be many advantages to
using your scheduling system for such jobs.
Even if they are standalone, one-off jobs, the
scheduling system might provide the follow-
ing advantages:

� automatic addition of a rerun/restart step
� additional reporting data
� easier access to spool output
� use of symbolic variables and other

JCL-tailoring facilities
� automatic notification for normal/

abnormal processing
� enhanced monitoring facilities

There will be objections if every possible
job needs to be defined to the scheduling sys-
tem. Hopefully, this is not the case. Users
should be able to submit adhoc work to which
they have access without the need to have it
pre-defined to the scheduling system.

You can reduce the need to interface with the
scheduling group and improve productivity.

MONITORING WORKLOAD

IT people around the organization need to
see what is scheduled, what is running and
when jobs are scheduled to finish. They may

need to make telephone calls or wait for e-mail
replies to get the information they need—a
waste of energy, time and resources.

Things are often fuzzy at 4 a.m. when you
receive a telephone call because a critical
batch job has failed. You often need to see
what impact that job has on the rest of the
job flow.

Whether your scheduling system provides a
graphical view or a text-based view of the
batch workload, it is important to make this
information available to all those with a per-
sonal stake. A common complaint among pro-
grammers, analysts and other support staff is
that they cannot see what is going on.

You can only improve productivity by
allowing users access to the information that
they need to do their jobs. They can monitor
workload, obtain real-time status updates,
review the critical path, handle exception con-
ditions and customize their own views to
monitor the jobs in which they are interested.

You can increase efficiency by reducing
telephone calls and e-mails requesting status
information.

OVERCOMING SECURITY
CONCERNS

The biggest objection to opening up your
job-scheduling system to non-data center
staff is likely to be the fear of security expo-
sures. Naturally, you cannot allow every-
body access to everything and you cannot
compromise security. However, you can easily
overcome your fears with the appropriate
levels of security.

Tight integration between your job-schedul-
ing system and your existing mainframe-based
security product is important. You want to be
able to re-use existing definitions of users and
groups. After all, providing a user with access
to a job stream is not much different than pro-
viding access to a data set.

You will need to take advantage of a gran-
ular security interface so you can open only
what is necessary. You need to ensure that
individual developers, schedulers, operators
and other users can perform only those tasks
for which they have authorization and that
no individuals have access to anything that is
not authorized.

In addition to the schedulers and operators
who already have access, you will likely have
many different types of users and security
requirements. For example, some users will
simply need to simulate and monitor certain
business applications. Some users will need to
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control active jobs without changing permanent
scheduling definitions. Others may need to
define and run testing job streams or to insert
adhoc jobs into the schedule.

CONCLUSIONS

We have come a long way since the manual
job-scheduling processes of the late 1970s.
Since then, many data centers have invested in
automated job-scheduling systems to facilitate
batch processing.

Automated job-scheduling systems offer
many benefits beyond data center operations.
Systems programmers, database administrators,
operations analysts, applications programmers
and end users are all potential users of a sched-
uling system. Whether you need to generate a
historical report, test changes to the schedule,
regression test new or changed programs, or
translate business requirements into schedule
definitions, your job scheduling system may
be the perfect vehicle.

In the absence of adequate facilities to do
their job, technical staff will develop their
own systems or invest in even more products.
This results in additional costs and mainte-
nance problems.

While organizations are being asked to do
more with less, you can actually do more with
what you already have. You have made the
investment. Why not realize the full potential
of your existing solution and get the full value
from your IT investment?

To maximize your return on investment,
you should explore other ways of employing
your existing system or explore replacing your
existing tool with one that can provide a better
return on investment. Job scheduling is not
just for job schedulers anymore.  
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